
TOPICS COVERED 

• To upload Sales Order data from SAP R/3 to BI using generic DataSources 

 

• Integrating SAP data (R/3 or BW Data) with the BO-Xcelsius (Business Objects) using BSP   

 

o Part 1: SAP BSP + BO-Xcelsius (Excel XML Maps Connection)  

 

o Part 2: SAP BSP + BO-Xcelsius (web Service Connection)   

 

o Part 3: SAP BSP + BO-Xcelsius (XML Data Connection) 

  

• Integrating BO-Xcelsius (SWF) file with BO-Crystal Reports  

To upload Sales Order data from SAP R/3 to BI using generic 
DataSources 

 

Steps to be followed in R/3   

Step 1: Goto T-code RSO2. Give the DataSource name in Transactional data (as we are 
uploading transactional data) and click on Create    

   



Step 2: 

1. Specify the Application Component name  
2. Fill in the text column with meaningful description  
3. In “Extraction from DB view” give the table/View name from which you want to extract data.  
4. SAVE    

Note: Click on F4 to chose Application Component name   

   

Step 3: Clicking on SAVE will lead to the below screen.    

Note: We can do “Selection”, “Hide” the fields etc as shown in the below screen shot 



   

Step 4: Go to T-code RSA6 to know if the DataSource is successfully activated   



   

Note: Only Datasources which are activated will be displayed in RSA6 transaction    

Steps to be followed in BI   

Note: The RFC connection should be configured before you replicate data to BI system   

Step1:    

1. Goto RSA1 => DataSources  
2. Rtclk on Sales and Distribution tree => Replicate Metadata  
3. Activate  

 



Step 2: Once the DataSource is replicated, you get a below popup, we need to choose “as 
DataSource” as we are using BI 7.0    

   

 

Step 3: Create InfoPackage on the DataSource    

InfoPackage: It acts as a link to extract data from Source system and gives it to PSA   

 



   

Note: We can restrict data in “Data Selection” tab once you create InfoPackage as shown in the 
below screen shot   

Step 4: Goto “Schedule” and click on “Start”    

   

Step 5: Click on icon “Monitor” on the toolbar to view if the data is successfully loaded to PSA 
   



PSA: Persistent Staging Area is a staging area where you can load the data temporarily before 
loading to target   

   

In the below screen shot, you can see status – “Request successfully loaded to PSA” 

   

Below Screen shot shows the data loaded to PSA   

   

Steps to build the Target system   



Step 6: 

1. Rtclk on the DataSource, clk on “Create InfoCube”  

   

Step 7: Create Dimension table. Dimension table will have all “Primary Keys”. In our example 
VBELN – Sales Doc No is the primary key   



 

 



   



   

Note: We need to define at least one KeyFigure  

Step 8: Create DTP    

DTP: DTP is used to transfer data from PSA to Data target. In our case the target is InfoCube.  



   

The below screen shot shows the Source and Target DTP    

Note: In our case the source is DataSource and Target is InfoCube    



   

Select Extraction Mode as “Full” as we are loading the data for the first time    

   

Step 9:  

1. Save and Activate  
2. Go to “Execute” tab and click on Execute  



 

Below screen shot shows the DTP monitor. Green indicates that the data is successfully loaded 
to the target system    



   

Step 10: To see if the data is successfully loaded to target system, 

Rtclk on the Infocube => Manage    



   

Note: When you create DTP a Request Id will be generated as shown in the below screen shot  

   

Step 11: Go to “Contents” => “InfoCube Content” to see the output    



   

 

 

Integrating SAP data (R/3 or BW Data) with the BO-Xcelsius (Business 
Objects) using BSP  

Part 1: SAP BSP + BO-Xcelsius (Excel XML Maps Connection) 

 



Create a BSP application using SE80 transaction (ZDEMO_EXCELMAPS)    

   

Create a View (PWFL)-DATA.XML which will have the XML data. This data will be acting as the main 
source for the Xcelsius file which is going to be created in the further steps. Use the below code in the 
layout of the XML view.    

<%@page language="abap"%> 
<% DATA: ITAB       TYPE TABLE OF SFLIGHT, 
         XML_STRING TYPE STRING  . 
 
   SELECT * FROM SFLIGHT INTO TABLE ITAB UP TO 5 ROWS.  

TRY. 
      CALL TRANSFORMATION ('ID') 
        SOURCE PARA = ITAB 
        RESULT XML XML_STRING. 
 
      CATCH CX_ST_ERROR. 
   ENDTRY. 
 
   REPLACE ALL OCCURRENCES OF 'utf-16' IN XML_STRING WITH 'utf-8' . 
 
   CALL METHOD RESPONSE->IF_HTTP_ENTITY~SET_CDATA 
     EXPORTING 
       DATA = XML_STRING. 
%>  

The above code is used to generate the XML data. The internal table returned from the select statement 
will be presented to the standard “CALL TRANSFORMATION (ID) “to generate the XML. The XML 
format may be either in UTF-8 or UTF-16 or anything. Based on the setting and server configurations the 
versions have to be set. The XML file has to be tested and the generated XML will be saved locally in 
order to design the Chart.    



 

 

Now an Excel file is imported with the XML data saved locally. The data returned from the FM will be 
presented in the excel file and the file will be saved locally.  



 

Now the BO-Xcelsius will be opened and imported with excel file which is saved in the previous step. The 
data will be feed into the excel sheet of the Xcelsius and the report is designed by using several 
components available.    

   



 

Now the connectivity has to be made by opening the Manage Data Connections - > Add - > Excel XML 
Maps. Name the connection and mention the XML data URL. The view represented in BSP application 
for the XML file has the URL and will be represented.    

   



 

The designed Xcelsius file will be saved in XLF format locally which will be then exported as SWF file. 
The SWF file will be imported as MIME object into the BSP application.   

 



   

Another HTML view will be created inside the same BSP application in order to display the MIME object. 
Apply the below code in the layout of FLIGHTS.HTML view.    

<%@page language="abap"%> 
<%@extension name="htmlb" prefix="htmlb"%> 
 
<htmlb:content design="design2003"> 
  <htmlb:page title = "XCelsius-SAP (Excel XMl Maps Connection)"> 
    <htmlb:form> 
           <object> 
              <embed src="Excel_XML_MAPS.swf" quality="high"   

    bgcolor="#869ca7" width="50%" height="50%"   

    name="test_page" align="middle"     play="true"  loop="false"  quality="high"    

    allowScriptAccess="sameDomain"  

    type="application/x-shockwave-flash"  

                pluginspage="http://www.adobe.com/go/getflashplayer"> 
              </embed> 
           </object> 
 
    </htmlb:form> 
  </htmlb:page> 
</htmlb:content>    



 

Now test the FLIGHTS.HTML page. The HTML page first calls the Xcelsius – SWF file. The SWF file gets 
data from the XML page created as a view in the BSP application. You can easily have a view by 
debugging the application on keeping the break point in the appropriate places. For example when a 
refresh button is placed in the Xcelsius file and whenever it is clicked, the data gets refreshed and acts 
based on the current data.    

I think the blog on Excel XML maps connection gave a basic idea of integrating SAP with the BO. Not 
only R/3 data can be presented as a report or dashboard, but also the BW data can also be presented by 
representing the BW Query or BW objects into the customized FM’s and can be operated as the same as 
that of operating the R/3 data through the XML file. Below shows the sample application which is 
consuming data from BW query.    

 



Integrating SAP data (R/3 or BW Data) with the BO-Xcelsius (Business 
Objects) using BSP  

Part 2: SAP BSP + BO-Xcelsius (web Service Connection) 

 

As we discussed earlier about the SAP and BO integration using BSP and Xcelsius, here I have used 
another connection of Xcelsius to integrate with the SAP BSP.    

This experiment is intended to describe the integration of SAP with BO-Xcelsius using web service. The 
R/3 or BW data will be consumed as web service so that the service will be used with the data 
connectivity of Xcelsius. The data gets refreshed every moment based on the user action through the 
interface where we are going to use SAP BSP as the tool.    

The first step is to create the FM, where the logical operation of the report has to perform. We can either 
use R/3 tables, Classes, methods etc or BW Query as the source.    

Create FM “ZSAP_XCEL”, with the following code as shown below.    

 

 



 

 

Now the FM has to be published as a web service. Follow the below steps which is mentioned in the 
screens.    

 



 

 



 



  

 



Once the above steps are done, open the SOA MANAGEMENT through SOAMANAGER transaction and 
follow the below screens stepwise.   

 

 



 

 

We can test the data of the FM as XML file through the web service URL by copying the link which is 
highlighted above and place it in IE.    



 

Now the report has to be designed in BO-Xcelsius based on the data from web service which will be 
consumed as WSDL URL.    



 

Now the report has to be designed based on the functionality / users requirement of the report. The Input 
(Read from) and Output (Insert In) cells have to be mapped to the Xcelsius-Excel sheet during the design 
phase.    



 

The designed Xcelsius file will be saved in XLF format locally which will be then exported as SWF file.    

 

Now the created SWF file has to be presented to the dashboard by having SAP BSP as the web 
interface.    



Create a BSP Application ZDEMO_WEBSERV with a HTML View-DISPLAY.HTML with the following 
code. Import the SWF file into the BSP application in the MIME folder.    

 

Now test the DISPLAY.HTML and interact with Xcelsius file by giving input and output will be based on 
the functionality of the web service.    

 



 

Here the R/3 data is consumed as a FM and used as the source. In the previous part also R/3 data is 
used as the source. BW data can also be used as the source data in the previous and for this experiment 
also.  

Integrating SAP data (R/3 or BW Data) with the BO-Xcelsius (Business 
Objects) using BSP  

Part 3: SAP BSP + BO-Xcelsius (XML Data Connection) 

 

In this presentation the third connection of Xcelsius – XML data is used to integrate with SAP BSP, so 
that the data will be presented in the dashboard.    

Create a sample BSP application “ZDEMO_XMLDATA”    

   

Create a XML view in the BSP application based on the PWFL model. Embed the below code shown in 
the following screens. The code is mainly projected to generate the XML file which is going to act as a 
source for the SWF file in a particular format. The CALL TRANSFORMATION ('ID') will generate the XML 
file using the data in a format based on the system / server settings. The pre defined format has to be 
achieved based on replacing some tags with other values as shown in the below screens.    



 

 



 

The below screen is the predefined format with data, variable, row and column tags generated while 
testing the XML view. The generated XML has to be parsed to the Xcelsius file. Sometimes the target 
might not be achieved if the format of the XML file is not proper.    

 

Open the Xcelsius 2008 and design the canvas using a list box and a column chart. The list box will be 
holding the date of the flight and the column chart will represent the maximum and occupied seats of the 
particular class on the selected date.  



 

Now the data connectivity has to be assigned to the Xcelsius file. The XML path will be taken from the 
properties of the XML view as shown below.    



 

The XML data URL will be the copied URL from the above screen. The URL can also be dynamically 
changed by keeping tags on the server name. eq. http://<webserver>.com:<port>/sap(namesapce)    

 



Now the data from the XML has to be mapped to a series of range. Mark check on “Enable Load” and 
click on “+”. Name the series as “Q1” which we used the variable name in the XML file and select the 
ranges based on the data. Click on preview XML and compare the XML file generated by Xcelsius 
preview and the XML generated while testing XML view from BSP application. The format should be the 
same, so that the data can be parsed easily between the BSP and SWF file which is going to be 

generated.  

Now export the Xcelsius file as a flash file.    



 

   

Now the BSP application will be enhanced with an HTML page which will be holding SWF file and will be 
displayed during the run time. Place the below code shown in the screen on the layout of HTML view.    



 

Now test the HTML view and SWF file will be generated. Based on the different selections on flight date 
the data will be changed as shown in the below screens.    

 



 

 

Integrating BO-Xcelsius (SWF) file with BO-Crystal Reports 

 

This document is intended to display formatted report (Crystal Report) where the Xcelsius file will be 
embedded within the Crystal report. Only Crystal 2008 will support embedding Flash file. Further the 
Xcelsius file (SWF) present within the crystal report can be operated within the same page. Here an excel 
sheet will be acting as the database for the crystal report. Database for the crystal Report can be anything 
like SAP R/3 or BW data, etc.    

Create an Excel database with below data and save it in local disk.    

   



Now the Xcelsius file has to be designed and SWF file will be generated. Now open the Xcelsius and 
place a List Box, Column chart and a Gauge in the Canvas. The List box will be displaying all the States, 
Column Chart will be used to display the Population on 2009 and 2010 of the selected state; and Gauge 
will be pointing the total population of the selected state.    

 

Select the List Box and apply the below properties.    

• Map the Label ranges by selecting the “A” column.  
• Select Insertion type as “Filtered Rows”  
• Map the Source Data ranges by selecting “A”, “B”, “C” and “D” columns.  
• Map the Destination ranges by selecting “E”, “F”, “G” and “H” columns.    



   

Select the Column Chart and apply the below properties.    

• Create 2 Series and Name it as “2009” and “2010”  
• Select 2009 series and Map cell “F1” to values(Y)  
• Select 2010 series and Map cell “G1” to values(Y)  
• Map the Category Labels (X) with cell “E1”    



   

Select the Gauge and follow the below properties.    

• Map the Data with cell “H1”  
• Change Maximum Limit to “500”  
• In the Alerts tab, Check “Enable Alerts” and change “As Percent of Target” to 500    



   

   

Open Data Manger and add a “Crystal Report Data Consumer” connection and map the cells as below.    

• Map the Row Header ranges by selecting the “A” column.  
• Map the Data ranges by selecting the “B” “C” and “D” columns.    



 

Save the Xcelsius file (.XLF) and export the Xcelsius file as SWF.    

Open Crystal Reports 2008 and select Report Wizard.    

 

Now a new connection has to be opened by keeping the Excel file which we mentioned above will be 
acting as the database.    



   

We will select “Access/Excel” as the new connection and mention the path of the excel file by changing 
the Database Type as “Excel 8.0   

   



By clicking on “Finish” several properties can be assigned in the following steps by clicking on “Next”, like  

• What are the fields to be displayed in the report  
• Template to be used  
• Selecting fields if summary is needed and etc  

Follow the below screen and assign the properties.    

 

 



   



  

   

While Clicking in “Finish” following screen displayed on Preview mode.    



   

Now the Xcelsius (SWF) file has to be integrated and based on the users need, design has to be done in 
the formatted report. Go to design mode and click on INSERT -> FLASH and select the SWF file and 
place it in the crystal report.    

 

Now the values has to be mapped to which will be from the database which we are using for the crystal 
report. Right click on the SWF file and select “Flash Data Expert”.    



 

Now the values have to be mapped for the SWF file.    

 

• Drag and Drop Sheet1_.State field to Insert row Label  



• Drag and Drop Sheet1_.Population-2009, Sheet1_.Population-2010 and total fields to Insert Data 
value fields.    

 

Now by clicking on “Ok” save the crystal report. The crystal report can be exported to “PDF” or “HTML” so 
that the report can be visualized interactively.     

   



   

From the above screen mention the path and export the report in HTML 4.0. Open the HTML file from the 
exported path and the report will generate as below.    

   



 

When the database (Excel Sheet) is updated with more records, by clicking on “Refresh Data” icon   in 
crystal report; the data will be updated and affected in the crystal report. The Xcelsius file will also be 
affected and displayed in the same manner as of crystal report.    

 

By refreshing Crystal report  



 

Save the Crystal report and export the same in HTML 4.0 format.    

 


